QUEEN FOR A DAY will be the claim of one of the above aspirants to the May Day crown. In the usual order, they are Dotsy Thedieck, El Pendleton, Lois Settle, Charlotte Phillips, Gini Parthenis, Jo Wallace, Audrey Ailina and Ruth Maroney.

Blaze Destroys Portion Of Vets Dorm; Extinguishers, Alarms Fail To Operate

By Ed Brown

Early morning flames of the second important fire in Williamsburg within a week and the state's second major college blaze within a month claimed a 100x60-foot section of Vets Dorm A on Richmond Road last Tuesday.

The fire alarm was turned in about 6 a.m. and, although most of the occupants were asleep, no injuries were reported. Eighteen volunteers and two pieces of apparatus of the local fire brigade responded to the call.

Firemen battled the blaze for an hour before quelling it. When the smoke cleared away it was seen that the burned section could be written off as a total loss. The affected portion housed bathing facilities, a lounge and the boiler room.

No Chairs Furnished

..No chairs furnished to sit on. The steps leading into the sunken garden, next to the Women's dormitory, will be reserved for house mothers.

The week end festivities will officially begin at 9:30 p.m. on Friday night, April 29, in Blower草坪, at which time a program consisting of eight-1/2-hour comedy skit program presented during the May Day week end.

Queens To Be Awarded

The state's next student selected for the fragrant crown of the May queen will be crowned Queen of the May Queen ceremony on Saturday, April 30, at 9:30 p.m. in the large cafeteria, Pagoda Room and the Wigwam.
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Let's Look Again

Tuesday, April 19, 1949

King Has Films On His Brain

William and Mary Go-Round

Anybody know where I can get a haddock to try to catch a few into the Williamsburg Theatre? Many of these movies they've been making in the area for the past couple of years have been murder for me and the others have had difficulty keeping them off the market. It is such a strange form of luck to get a picture that tastes well for me. The picture is something that I think will be appreciated by a wide audience.

King

Take that bill I saw last week, the one that Eugene O'Neill intended the picture to be a tragedy, the boys of Baltimore. Now they're not expensive, but it was a triumph of theatrical ingenuity in its own right. It was tragic, all right. The only cut we did was to reverse the names of the people in the audience.

I should have been told by that gal who pinned crepe paper and the University of Virginia sit-ins. It expressed an ex-

The administration has signaled in making available information which should be the domain of the student government. The lack of official knowledge has contributed to the growth of the many rumors and confusion which the freshmen pick up with his doc cap, but he does not discard them with the doc cap. Someone knows the truth about the operation of the cafeteria, the construction of the fraternities, the operation of the Old Hugh House, the expenditure of the $15,000 to $20,000 in fines which the students shall pay to the city in the next year. It is a right of interest in such matters. We maintain that they not only have the right to know, but also the duty to find out.

It is also hard to see the students at certain colleges and practices. It is possible to inspect the fraternity lodges every week, to note such minute infractions as a dirty glass or ashtray, but yet the real story behind the fraternity social and alarm system would not work. A check of the Marshall-Wythe ex-

The French Club at George Washington University recently spon-

P. S. I believe two "records" are mentioned, and faithfully brothers, the evening got under way for Schadt. He was taken to a room. Lavinia, in an ensemble of the Latin quarter of Paris transplanted to the student club sphere of the Latin quarter of Paris transplanted to the student club

Letters To The Editor

To the Editor:

Several people have been kind enough to make comments on the decorations for the May Ball.

As chairmain of the decorating committee, I would like to thank the students for their suggestions and the names of the people who did the decorating. Also, I would like to thank all the students for the time and effort they put into making the dance a success.

First of all, Mrs. Hayes said that the color scheme would also be a good idea. The water fountain on the third floor Marshall-Wythe that apparently hadn't been used for a while was turned on.

What's to be done? Look around, listen, find out all you can.

Back the students, and I believe that the students and the faculty of the student body. When you become an alumnus, don't forget the college. Work for it.

Warm Welcome

Bryant Barron

Preferm Charles Schadt, pledging a fraternity at Michigan State, recently had quite an assignment. He found himself "volun-

warm welcome

When you become an alumnus, don't forget the college. Work for it. Perhaps we can get similar action here. L. D. B.

Overseas students were "J. V." Morgan on the lighting, Bill Tracy on the decorations, Frank Davis, who is busily involved in the construction of the "Chandelle", and Ed Pierce, Jack Oxider and Jack McInfister who helped out al-
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James W. Jackson, Jr., has been named director of public relations at William and Mary, it was announced by Dr. Sharvy G. Umber, dean of the college.

Jackson, a native of Columbus, S. C., and a graduate of Davidson College, comes to William and Mary after two years as sports editor of the Columbus Record. He succeeds John T. Cox, recently appointed director of sports publicity at the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis.

At Davidson Jackson was president of the YMCA, president of Kappa Alpha order social fraternity, a member of Omicron Delta Kappa, honorary leadership fraternity, a member of Sigma Upsilon honorary literary fraternity, and listed in Who's Who in America College and Universities. He also served as sports editor of The Davidsonian, student newspaper.

Jackson served for two and one-half years with the Army Air Force as a pilot and held the rank of first lieutenant. He returned to Davidson in 1946 and finished his college training, which was interrupted by the war.

While sports editor of The Columbia Record, he also served as sports director of radio station WDKX in Columbia, and as an aide to Governor J. Strom Thurmond during the fall of 1947. He was a member of the Southern Conference Sports Writers Association, and the South Atlantic League Sports Writers Association.

Students To Submit Petitions By Friday For Head Positions

Petitions for the offices of president and vice-president of the student body and all class offices must be submitted to the office of the dean of men by noon Friday, April 22, Sallie Adams, chairman of the elections committee, has stated.

Petitions for representatives to the Student Assembly and members of the Men's Honor Council must be submitted to the same office one week later, April 29, she added.

Elections for the first group, president and vice-president of the student body and class offices, will be held on April 27, and those for representatives to the Student Assembly and Men's Honor Council will be held May 4.

Petitions Revised

"The petitioning process has been revised," Sallie reminds students. "Those seeking office shall make known their desire to become candidates by submitting a statement in writing to the office of the dean of men. It is no longer necessary to have 10 signatures on a petition."

To qualify for the offices of president and vice-president of the student body, candidates must have academic credit of at least 19 semester hours with an average of 1.0, including a 1.0 average in the semester immediately preceding the election.

Qualifications For Candidates

Candidates for all other offices are required to be bonafide members of the class which they seek to represent and must have maintained a 1.0 average during the semester preceding the election, an academic average of 1.0. All students including seniors and graduate students may vote for the offices of president and vice-president of the student body and all class offices, regardless of age of 18. Students of the class which they seek to represent must have maintained an average of 1.0, including a 1.0 average in the semester immediately preceding the election.

Candidates for all other offices are required to be bonafide members of the class which they seek to represent and must have maintained a 1.0 average during the semester preceding the election, an academic average of 1.0. All students including seniors and graduate students may vote for the offices of president and vice-president of the student body and all class offices, regardless of age of 18. Students of the class which they seek to represent must have maintained an average of 1.0, including a 1.0 average in the semester immediately preceding the election.

Students who have academic credit of at least 10 semester hours with an average of 1.0, including a 1.0 average in the semester immediately preceding the election, an academic average of 1.0. All students including seniors and graduate students may vote for the offices of president and vice-president of the student body and all class offices, regardless of age of 18. Students of the class which they seek to represent must have maintained an average of 1.0, including a 1.0 average in the semester immediately preceding the election.

Students who have academic credit of at least 10 semester hours with an average of 1.0, including a 1.0 average in the semester immediately preceding the election, an academic average of 1.0. All students including seniors and graduate students may vote for the offices of president and vice-president of the student body and all class offices, regardless of age of 18. Students of the class which they seek to represent must have maintained an average of 1.0, including a 1.0 average in the semester immediately preceding the election.

Students who have academic credit of at least 10 semester hours with an average of 1.0, including a 1.0 average in the semester immediately preceding the election, an academic average of 1.0. All students including seniors and graduate students may vote for the offices of president and vice-president of the student body and all class offices, regardless of age of 18. Students of the class which they seek to represent must have maintained an average of 1.0, including a 1.0 average in the semester immediately preceding the election.
ROTC Cadets Receive Promotions; Corps To Reorganize Into Battalion

Twenty-one promotions and appointments in the ROTC were announced by the military department last week. At the same time, it was disclosed that this year's corps warranted a reorganization of the unit which will become a battalion composed of three batteries.

Cadet Captain Dudley L. Wicks, Jr., was promoted to the rank of cadet major. This is the first time that a student at the college ever attained the title. Wicks' insignia designating his major consists of a diamond-shaped device worn on the shoulder of the uniform.

Cadet First Lieutenants Edgar P. Robertson and Edward R. Brown, Jr., were elevated to cadet captain, while Cadet Second Lieutenant Herbert B. Gleenon and James H. Putman were appointed to cadet first lieutenants.

Cadets Lewis Legge and Archer P. Coleman were appointed cadet master sergeants. Sealing on the stripes of cadet sergeants first class are Cadets Ray D. Orc, Samuel Lenard, B. T. and Roy R. Balthis. Cadets David M. Swank and Charles W. Morris received appointments as cadet sergeants.

The grade of cadet corporal was conferred on Cadets Earl C. Graham, James C. Anthony, Jr., George R. Jackson and Edwin M. Belford.

Designated cadet privates first class are Cadet Follett, John E., Morgan, Alphonse H., Wardwell and Henry E. McMillan.

HONEYMOON IN VERDANT HILLS

Enjoy the bounties of oldtime hospitality at a friendly homestead, high in the pines. Easy going informally, the organized activities, just plenty to do. Drawn from the past (Breakfast until 11:00). A most romantic setting for the wearing away of pleasant hours. Easy going informally, a memorable meal. (Breakfast until 11:00). A most romantic setting for the wearing away of pleasant hours.

The open house on Wednesday, April 20, from 7-10 p.m. on the first floor in Washington Hall. The theme is The Student Biologist. The newly elected officers of the club are Wesley C. Cote, president; J. Walter Wardwell, vice-president; John Quick, secretary, and Pattee Lambert, treasurer.

The open house is organized to show the work of a biology major—his problems, techniques, classes and other points of interest. Every class room and laboratory will be open. Examples and demonstrations of the respective work done in each class will be set up for visitors to examine. Members of the club and other students will be at hand to explain experiments and displays.

The greenhouse, featuring projects in plant grafting, will be open, and flywheel, the greenhouse alligator, will be shown to the public for the first time.

Editors Will Attend VIPA Convention

Blair Cameron, Joan Carpenter, and Edward Brown will represent the Flat Hat at the second annual convention of the Virginia Intercollegiate Press Association to be held this week end at Randolph-Macon College in Ashland.

Frank E. Fuller, Virginia Associated Press bureau chief, will address the college newspapers, magazine and annual staff members attending the conference at the final banquet in Randolph-Macon's dining hall on Saturday evening. Prior to his address Fuller will present awards to college publications judged as the best in Virginia by a panel of newspaper and publishing experts.

Biology Club To Give Annual Open House Wednesday, April 20

The Clayton-Grimmes Biological Club will present its 13th annual open house on Wednesday, April 20, from 7:15 p.m. on the first floor in Washington Hall. The theme is The Student Biologist.

The newly elected officers of the club are Wesley C. Cote, president; J. Walter Wardwell, vice-president; John Quick, secretary, and Pattee Lambert, treasurer.

The open house is organized to show the work of a biology major—his problems, techniques, classes and other points of interest. Every class room and laboratory will be open. Examples and demonstrations of the respective work done in each class will be set up for visitors to examine. Members of the club and other students will be at hand to explain experiments and displays.

The greenhouse, featuring projects in plant grafting, will be open, and flywheel, the greenhouse alligator, will be shown to the public for the first time.

Automatic Camera To Snap Graduates

Modern photography will play an important part in the forthcoming graduation of approximately 600 students at their June 11 exercises, when, along with a number of other colleges throughout the state, they will be individually photographed as they receive their diplomas from Dr. John E. Pomfret, president of the college.

Using a new, automatic camera, operated by remote control and synchronized with Strobe Speedlight, Arthur Clarke of Richmond, a Richmond photographer will put his 14 years of professional skill to work to provide a new photographic service to college and to the graduates.

The college will receive a complete set of the photographs either for its files or to be made available for publication in periodicals and home town newspapers. Students may order 5x7 photographs of themselves depicting this climax in their college careers.

Don't tear your hair out over hair. It'll be harder to meet the next one if your bald.

Chapel Audience To Hear Address By O. Y. Bruland

The Reverend Osborn Y. Bruland, of Our Savior's Lutheran Church in Horge, will speak at the chapel service tomorrow evening at 6:30 p.m. on the topic: The Third Day After Easter.

The Reverend Mr. Bruland is a graduate of St. Olaf's in Northfield, Minn., and of the Oregon State University. Before coming to Virginia, he completed work at the New York School of Social Work and the New York Biblical Seminary.

Last week's speaker was Ernest H. Priest, an alumnus of William and Mary. His topic was The Cross As Supreme Love. The address was composed of readings from the scriptures and the co-ordination of the story of the Crossforeground. A resident of Williamsburg, Priest was graduated in '48 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in music.
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**W&M Netmen To Shoot For Record On Northern Trip**

**SMOKE SIGNALS**

William and Mary and the other Big Six schools of Virginia are currently suffering the stress of the NCAA because the board will not meet in the near future to consider the items brought by the members. The NCAA has not made any announcements at this time and some others, are not sure if the board will meet at all.

The primary meeting which has been set down for the 20th of this month, is at St. Louis where the Mizzou's football game will be played.

The present great amount of stress on the member colleges to give athletes only tuition and one meal per day, is unworkable.

If the schools do not sign, they would be available only to students who have given athletes jobs which actually amounted to sinecures or they could have falsified reports. Take your choice.

A code has been given Williams and Mary by the NCAA which don't amount to anything but an accurate picture.

If the schools do not sign, they would have the opportunity this week to participate in the NCAA conference, which would be available only to students who have given athletes jobs which actually amounted to sinecures or they could have falsified reports.

The code would allow the members colleges to give athletes only tuition and one meal per day. The training table system of feeding athletes during their seasons would be done away with. Any aid further than tuition would be available only to students during their seasons. A student's athletic achievement, which would mean study and better grades.

Athletes with average grades would have to work to fill in, what the aid would cover.

William and Mary and the other schools have been given until July 1 of this year to conform to the NCAA code. Williams and Mary never has agreed to the code as it is, and we believe that this school has been right in refusing to sign.

Schools which have agreed to the code and been punished because the NCAA officials have had several paths to follow in keeping the school from signing the code.

They could sign if the code were amended to allow the training table and to allow the college to interpret for itself where high school, college, and the state reside.

In a meeting May 28, William and Mary, the other Big Six schools and the others which have elected to act jointly with the school (Dartmouth, North Carolina, and George Washington) will decide whether to sign or to stick to the training table system.

In the me...
Kovaleski Continues Upsets In Bermuda Tennis Tourney

Fred Kovaleski, William and Mary's increased performance in tennis this fall, is being presented at the Southeastern Group III High Schools tennis meet which is scheduled for the Cary Field, and the State News teams have won the meet more than any other school, and the team crown. The Newport News High School trophies have earned the team more than any other school, and the team crown. The Newport News High School trophies have earned the team more than any other school, and the team crown.

The finals of the men's doubles, probably the most hotly contested match of the tournament, found Kovaleski teamed with Vogt against Cochell and Irv Dorfman. After a thrilling, close-fought struggle, Cochell and Dorfman finally emerged the winners by a revealing 9-7, 9-7 count.

The awards to the winners and names in tennis circles today, took useful, in contrast to the usual ornaments. Kovoo came home with two prizes as a result of his efforts.

The finals of the men's doubles, probably the most hotly contested match of the tournament, found Kovaleski teamed with Vogt against Cochell and Irv Dorfman. After a thrilling, close-fought struggle, Cochell and Dorfman finally emerged the winners by a revealing 9-7, 9-7 count.

The awards to the winners and names in tennis circles today, took useful, in contrast to the usual ornaments. Kovoo came home with two prizes as a result of his efforts.

The collection of magazines and silk stockings will begin soon and Wilma Wilson will be chairman, stated Stevie.

William and Mary's golfers jumped back onto the victory track by capturing a whistleblow job to the Norfolk Division, 16-4 for their second victory in three matches so far this season. All matches have been at home.

Doug Weiland, number one man on Coach Pavy Groo's team, captured his 71 to take his match with Bill Kyler yesterday, and he was the outstanding performer of the day.

Bob Hendich shot a 77 to subdue Power of the Norfolk team, and William and Mary won the meet 15-5.

Mark McCormick went around in 14 to do Adams under by a 3-0 score, and Ward Donohue took the measure of Doug by another 3-0 count. William and Mary also won this best ball, 3-0.

The Invites took their first match from Ambush by a 17-6 score just before spring vacation.

Then last Saturday they dropped their only decision, losing to the University of Ohio at the Inn course, 15-5. Ambush also played well, at least matching the University of Richmond's efforts.

A little on the humorous side, there was a game of a man wearing the prominent New York sports writer who writes the Cholly Knickerbocker column in the New York Times. It seemed to be something of a character, and the tennis fans took him to heart immediately, as a natural trial, considering his great amount of color coupled with his reputation.

He was a bit of a tennis player too, as he reached the semi-finals in the men's singles with Sidney Eldredge, bowing to Kovaleski and Vogt.

Tribe Runners Lose To VPI

Virginia Tech almost had more than it could handle in the William and Mary track team yesterday, the Geblers emerging with a slim winning margin.

William and Mary moved into an early lead which at one time was 17-0, but the team from Blacksburg came back to tie it 16-16.

Sam Lindsay, with first places in the mile and 880, and the Flying Vets did the same with the 880 and 1,600 for a 17-13 victory.

Sigma 4-0. The Rubber Guts, last year's Softball champions, started the season by taking the Red Mill 2-0. KA started the season by taking the Red Mill 17-3, and the Flying Vets did the same.

The collection of magazines and silk stockings will begin soon and Wilma Wilson will be chairman, stated Stevie.
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Papooses Tracksters Prep Eagerly For Opener With Apprentice Team

Although somewhat hampered by poor weather and lack of men, we've had track practice every morning during the week and we're making good progress.

The first meet will be with the Apprentice School April 10th. This school is expected to afford the fresh men a stiff competition, but should prove very helpful in giving the boys some idea of what their opponent are progressing. Last month the Williams and Mary varsity cindermen drubbed the Apprentice School and the fresh men should call upon the track meet for moral encouragement.

Knox Ramsey and Ed Caughron, fresh track men, emphasized the need for moral encouragement and field event men. Caughron

Track Gets Fresh Soil, Cinder Dress

The quarter-mile track around the football field is getting a thorough reconditioning. It has been revealed by R. N. McCray, director of athletics, that the track will be readied for use as soon as the fresh men have completed their training classes and the field event men.

Although the Apprentice duel is a leg injury but is expected to be ready with the Apprentice meet. The cindermen will have been through the track meet scheduled so far for the track meet.

All order within five days

Cinderless Lose

(Continued from Page 5) Five-pointer in the mile, which he won one-hitter that he pitched, ironing the winning runs for Smithfield.

Stewart's best game was a high school mound for four years. He spent two years in the Army Air Corps, where he continued hurling.

He was a member of the W&M record that included nine one-hitters. Stewart pitched the two-hitter against Richmond, which had won 10 straight until that meeting with W&M in the Spring of 1947. Gill uncorked a two-hitter, 1-0 white-washing of the Spiders.

The married veteran of a year and a half in the Navy is a physical education major. McCrory, a senior, is the only member of the staff besides Gill finishing up this year. Curt has been on the W&M squad for two years before this.

The business major lives at Morge and toiled on the Toano High School mound for four years.

Mallory is yet undefeated as an Indian fnoundsman. He boasts an overall total of six wins. His best game prior to college play was a five inning perfect game against arch-rival Hopewell in which he whitewashed 13 of the 15 men to face him.

Howard Johnson's Restaurant

28 Delicious Flavors of Ice Cream

Special Luncheons and Dinners Daily
Sandwiches

Late Supper Specials

Open 11:30 A. M. until 12:00 Midnight

E. J. LYSAGHT, Mgr.
Braves Blast

William and Mary's baseball team fell yesterday to Kent State, 14-2. The Tribe were soundly thrashed by the first-place Yellow Jackets, 14-2. Bill Wardwell hurled a seven hit, errorless game, allowing no earned runs, and five runs. The Tribe had only four hits, and one of those was a two-run double by Olaf Hedman.

The Tribe scored their only run in the third inning on a home run by Korczowski. The rest of the game was a one-sided affair, with the Tribe only managing to put two men on base. Baker, who had a double in the previous game, had one hit this game, but was still unable to find his stroke.

The Tribe have had some success at the plate this season, with Baker leading the team in hits, and Korczowski having a .300 batting average. However, the rest of the team has struggled, with only a couple of players hitting over .200.

The Tribe are in a tough spot, as they are currently in last place in the conference and have only won two games this season. They will need to pick up their game if they hope to compete for the conference title.

Coed Bowlers Place Second In National Duckpin Tourney

In the National Duckpin Tourney Bowling Tournament, the W&M women's team placed second in the national rankings for the second period ending the third period. In the first two week period, Elaine Schuerr placed the team with 214 points, tying for the individual two game series with 93, setting 6.5 points, while in the individual single game series, she scored 11 for eight points. The total team score in this first period was 34.5 points, seven points of which were garnered in the five women two game series with a total score of 960.

A Tulane student recently ran for president of the student body of the "Fascist" ticket, vowing he would fight Bolshevism in all its forms. His motto read: "Courageous and incorruptible candidates are a dime—a-dozen. We need someone who is 100%.

Here's the Moral to Complete Our Tale —

Behind our playful plot, our intentions are serious: we want you to discover for yourself the welcome difference in your life that Philip Morris brings.

Established proof of that difference is too extensive to be detailed here—but pre-medical and chemistry students, who will be especially interested can get it in published form free, by writing to our Research Dept., Philip Morris Co., 119 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Use These Words With Tongue in Cheek! (Plans to use one every week)

CHARCOALOBO (shahr-koh-luh'-boh) — A pattern of lines, stripes, or bars on a cigarette.

CIGARETTE HANGOVER — (to be whispered, never pronounced), that strange feeling of light, dry feeling in your throat due to smoking.

CHICAGO SCHOOL — (a name given to the 19th century school of thought that believes the individual is determined by the environment); a school of thought that believes the individual is determined by the environment.

CHIAROSCURO (kee-ar'o-skoo-ro) — A pattern or image in which light and shadow are strikingly contrasted, as in a chiaroscuro painting.

CINEMATIC HOUR — (oo'-ree) — In short, a cinematic hour; a film reel.

INCANDESCENT (in-can-dess-enf) — Glowing.

LYRETO OLYMPIAN (la-re'-toh o-lie'-pi-an) — A slight original wish.

PYTHIAN (pith'-e-an) — Devoted; from Pythias, a famous Greek type.

VELLITTEE (vel-la'y-it-ee) — A slight nebulous wish.

VELUTINE (vel-yoo-tuh'-ne) — A velvet-soft feeling in your throat due to smoking.

WIRY (wir'-ee) — Strong, sturdy, and well-built.
Colonel Herbert Fitzroy Addresses Symposium On Changes In Culture

Colonel Herbert Fitzroy will address the Marshall Wythe Symposium again this Friday at 6 p.m. At the last meeting of the class, immediately before the spring vacation, Colonel Fitzroy took a look at world affairs through the eyes of the European visitor, dwelling as a basis for his discussion on "E. S. Ellis's View Toward the Definitions of Culture.

Colonel Fitzroy called the present period of change just one of many such periods. But the present one is quite unique, he pointed out, stating that the changes were so drastic in many cases that they might well be compared to mutations in the field of genetics.

Periods of Change

He outlined various periods of change, dividing them into three time divisions. The first came when man came down out of the trees to develop fire, tools and a language. Then his cultural development divided them into three time divisions. The first came when man discovered he could get power from heat, and the industrial revolution resulted.

The discovery of the scientific method, the essence of which is "never trust your own mind," was pointed out as an important factor in the development of man's learning. This method has caused apprehension about the security of man's use of it next year, Colonel Fitzroy stated. Such action is a direct move to meet the present challenge of the rapid growth of scientific knowledge.

Efficient Democracy

Man's main problems were listed as how to make democracy more efficient and effective and how to handle race and labor relations; the main problem does not rest in the physical sciences.

The committee must develop states, he said, in the same manner as to use the biological production.

Colonel Fitzroy said the culture traits of a nation are as definable as those of small, non-literate groups, such as have been studied. "In his day," he said, "cannibals are treated as common to all nations, he said.

In the discussion following last Thursday, a number of students said that the changes were so drastic in many cases that they might well be compared to mutations in the field of genetics.

Co-Op Approves Proposed Change in Yearly Election

Proposed amendments to the constitution and by-laws of the student government were approved by the members of the General Cooperative Committee at a meeting last Thursday. The proposed revisions, which provide for an automatic vote and for the installation of a vice-president of the student body, will now be submitted to Dr. John E. Fantz, president of the college, for final approval.

Colonial Echo

Bob Carothers, president of the student body, said for an explanation of the practice of controlling the distribution of the Colonial Echo to those students who are inelligent in college courses, literary fimes and WSCGA Howe. The system provides for a reasonable distribution to those who distribute the yearbooks. A. W. Lambert expressed the view that, although the college should assume responsibility for the distribution of the yearbooks, the college, in the interest of the college, should be of considerable trouble to those who distribute the yearbooks. The center was returned to the Student Activities Fee Committee for consideration.

John Garriott who was appointed to investigate whether students who suffered loss of property in the Richmond Road fire would be compensated for their losses.

Fire Precautions

A discussion was held on the subject of fire precautions in college buildings. The committee
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Dolores Heutte To Represent W&M At Annual Apple Blossom Festival

Dolores Heutte, a senior from Norfolk, won the election of William and Mary at the 22nd annual Shenandoah Apple Blossom Festival in Winchester, on April 28 and 29.

Dolores, a transfer from the Norfolk division and a government major, is William and Mary's first black student to be elected the university's representative to the Apple Blossom Festival. The election is held on the first Thursday of each April.

The ceremony will take place on the 28th and the 29th. Heutte was visited the chapter recently.

Dolores Heutte

Army Recommends 392 ROTC Cadets For Commission In Regular Army

The Department of the Army last week announced the nomination of 392 distinguished military graduates of colleges and universities of the United States and its possessions, for appointment as second lieutenants in the Regular Army.

As distinguished military graduates, ROTC students who have completed the course of instruction are eligible for selection for appointment in the regular Army. The nominations, which have been sent to the Senate for confirmation, are not signed. Those selected from William and Mary's first group to be commissioned in the reserve are Cadet Major Dudley L. B. Woods, 39, and Cadet Captain Austin T. Flagg. Woods has declared his Regular Army appointment.
May Day
(Continued from Page 1)
judged either by faculty mem-
bers or by interested local citize-
ns, and will be awarded to the
fraternity and sorority giving the
best exhibit.
Immediately following the nite,
program an informal dance will
be held in Colyer Gym. One of the
features of the dance will be the
Carnean, which will consist
of booth, displays and dart-
throwing and penny pitching con-
cests, according to Chuck Bed-
dingham, chairman of the deodors
committee. The gym will be de-
corated on a carnival-circus theme.
"Final plans have not been com-
pleted for this," said Redding.
The Friday night dance and Carnean, which are being sponsor-
ized by the sophomore class, will
and at 12 midnight. All women at-
tending the affair will have late
permission.
German Club Dance
Another dance, beginning at
9:30 p.m. and ending at 12 mid-
night will take place on Saturday in Colyer Gym. This dance
which is being sponsored by the
German Club, will be semi-formal
and coed.
Tickets will be one dollar for
students and 50 cents for guests.
and 75 cents for stag (men or wo-
men), it is announced by Nancy
Black, president of the German
Club.
The gym will be decorated on the
traditional May Day theme. Many
of the students present will wear
simple, but beautiful, costumes;
the college band will play for the
affair.
Fire
(Continued from Page 1)
who doubted the veracity of Tues-
day's alarm because smoke and
smoke and fumes and fire trucks
and heat registers in each of the
rooms.
Laughlin was awakened by
rushing windows at 6:50 a.m. in
the 194-room college dormitory.
It was estimated that the fire had
burned for about an hour before
the smoke was first noted.
One of the mice tried to save
his trunks from the burning room
and as a result, he was badly
scorched.
About 2 p.m. the fire broke out
or more in the building's roo-
tasks. The second one was
attributed to sparks which were
salem University's chief fire
officer, who was in charge of
over the blaze.
Near the entrance to the third-
day's alarm because smoke and
smoke and fumes and fire trucks
and heat registers in each of the
rooms.
Laughlin was awakened by
rushing windows at 6:50 a.m. in
the 194-room college dormitory.
It was estimated that the fire had
burned for about an hour before
the smoke was first noted.
One of the mice tried to save
his trunks from the burning room
and as a result, he was badly
scorched.
About 2 p.m. the fire broke out
or more in the building's roo-
tasks. The second one was
attributed to sparks which were
salem University's chief fire
officer, who was in charge of
over the blaze.
Near the entrance to the third-
floor dormitory, one of the ten-
residents, a veteran of World War
II, was found dead in his room.
"It wasn't very shocking," said
a college official. "We've had
many fires here before."
Bishop Confirms Students
The following members of the
Cantebury Club were confirmed
Thursday evening by the Rev.
Brown, bishop of southern Vir-
ginia, at evensong in the Wren
Chapel on Thursday afternoon.
April 14: Terry Dew, Dewey
Carroll, Carolyn Jones, Ann
Grimes, Lily Scott, Howard Bur-
nett, yellow, Paul Zuckerman,
and Paul Reser.
"All the counties seem to have
sincerely cleaned up the
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Reviewer Declares 'Cheats of Scapin' Rollicking

By Peter Berrigan

The William and Mary Theatre, cooperating with the Williamsburg Restoration, presented last Saturday at the Williamsburg Reception Center in a week-end scheduled performances of The Cheats of Scapin, a Restoration comedy by Thomas Otway.

The play should be attended without fail by those interested in (1) seeing a good farce, (2) improving their knowledge of period plays, (3) watching David Friedman run the gamut of his small but extremely funny repertory of comedy techniques.

Double Plot

The Cheats, written in 1677, is apparently the result of a "triple play," a sort of Terrence to Molieres to Otway job. Although not to the original Molieres force of the same name, despite large chunks of dialogue lifted with perfect equanimity, The Cheats is still a rollicking, non-sentimental, charming little piece. The excellence of the present production of the same title, in large part, to the admirable direction of Howard Scammon. A magnificent costume designed by Mrs. Roger Sherman were another factor contributing to the success of the production.

Center Of Action

The play revolves around the machinations of the clever and unscrupulous Scapin to patch things up and bring matters to a successful conclusion. This he does with considerable éclat.

SCAPIN (JEFF FRIEDMAN) SCHEMES with Thrifty (Freddie Helfrich), while Shift (George Belk) listens on in a scene from 'The Cheats of Scapin.'

In the role of Gripe, father to Octavian and Leander, Richard Bethards was excellent. Mr. Bethards has a fine sense of timing, perfect diction, and a keen understanding of the demands of Restoration comedy technique. To his credit let it be said that he managed very well to hold his own in the scenes with the formidable Mr. Friedman.

Thrifty Convincing

As Thrifty, father to Octavian, Frederick Eckert provided a complete and amusing contrast to Mr. Bethards. He managed to create a convincing personality in the role of the honest, cowardly Thrifty.

John Donovan as Octavian and Chris Moe as Leander both employed a stylized gesture in keeping with the setting. Under the direction of David Friedman, they managed a restrained yet well-defined performance.

Charming Foils

In the role of Gripe, father to Octavian and Leander, Richard Bethards was excellent. Mr. Bethards has a fine sense of timing, perfect diction, and a keen understanding of the demands of Restoration comedy technique. To his credit let it be said that he managed very well to hold his own in the scenes with the formidable Mr. Friedman.

Thrifty Convincing

As Thrifty, father to Octavian, Frederick Eckert provided a complete and amusing contrast to Mr. Bethards. He managed to create a convincing personality in the role of the honest, cowardly Thrifty.

John Donovan as Octavian and Chris Moe as Leander both employed a stylized gesture in keeping with the setting, standard of that period. As falls for Scapin they managed a restrained yet well-defined performance.

Marianne Bruce and Mary Gerhardt, while appearing in the limited roles of Linda and Clara, were appropriately attractive. Miss Bruce's delivery of the Prologue was remarkable for its clarity and charm.

As Shift, the servant and willing tool of Scapin, George Belk could have done little more to improve that thankless role. The heartwarming play, played by Alfred Huffman and Alice Stewart of the William and Mary faculty, contributed little to the success of the evening.

Student Chemists To Present Exhibit

The Chemistry Club will hold its annual open house Friday, April 25, from 7:30 to 10 p. m. in Rogers Hall.

The magic show, one of the main attractions, will be presented at 9 p. m., under the direction of C. Dickenson and Fred Stiner.

Other features include the Geiger Counter, demonstrated by Mike Fletcher, and the Cathode Ray Tube, to be demonstrated by George Sandis, assistant professor of chemistry.

Several special experiments will be presented by the students in advanced laboratories.

Social Notes

Engaged

Anne Beekley, Gamma Phi Beta, to Mark L. Waldo, '48, Kappa Sigma, of Virginia Theological Seminary.

Gay Moyer, Delta Delta Delta, to Jack Irish of Broadnax.

Francois虱ampton, Chi Omega, to Cadet Gary Glaskens of West Point, N. Y.


Married

Jane Brigham, Kappa Alpha Theta, of Williamsburg to Samuel basil, Theta Delta Chi.

"My cigarette is Chesterfield because they're so MILD."

Ray Willand

STARRING IN "ALIAS NICK BEAL"
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

The TOP MEN OF AMERICA'S SPORTS smoke CHESTERFIELD

BEN HOGAN says..."I smoke Chesterfields because they're MILDER— MUCH MILDER. Take it from me Chesterfields satisfy.

Copyright 1948, American Tobacco Co.

MAKE YOURS THE MINDER CIGARETTE